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ONLY REGISTERED LAND SURVEYORS CAN 
SURVEY LAND BOUNDARIES IN NSW



History of land surveying in Australia

At the time of English settlement (1788) there were:
 No physically defined boundaries other than natural features

• i.e. no fences, roads, walls …

 No existing survey marks, consequently land granted could only be defined by…
• “Metes and Bounds” or measurements and limits of the boundary lines,
• Relating a land parcel with respect to a recognisable feature, or, after some time, relating 

a land parcel to an existing parcel

 Descriptions of land were ambiguous, techniques of land measurement and 
standards were rudimentary and sometimes land was granted before it was even 
marked out on the ground.

All of the above shaped the way the laws for boundary definition evolved.



Land Titles in NSW

Four land titling systems currently exist in New South Wales:
 Torrens Title (being the majority of privately owned land), 

 Old System Title (those lands granted before 1863 and not yet converted) 

 Crown Title (being those lands held in the name of the State for which a certificate of title 
has not yet been created)

 Exploration and Mining Titles (not covered in this document)

It is a basic principle of the Torrens Title system that every current parcel be based on 
a plan of survey that defines its boundaries. Similarly any parcel of Old System or 
Crown Title intended to be converted to Torrens Title must also be based on a suitable 
plan upon which a first certificate of title can be issued.

Conversion of Old System to Torrens Title may involve limited title (boundaries not 
accepted by government) and qualified title (no guarantee of ownership) – be careful!!



The Cadastre

“… a register of parcels to serve as a basis for taxation …” 

A ‘cadastral survey’ is a land boundary survey and is therefore
a survey made for the purpose of 

forming or maintaining the cadastre.

NSW Land Registry Services (LRS) is the organisation in NSW 
which maintains the register of titles (ownership) to land and the 

survey plans upon which ownership is based.
UNSW



Cadastral layer of Digital Cadastral Database (DCDB)

• In NSW, the cadastral layer of the DCDB 
was originally developed from paper maps 
and plans and is continually updated based 
on registration of land transactions in NSW.

• The DCDB has differing accuracy 
depending on the origins of the data. 

The DCDB has no legal status to define property boundaries and is 
simply a geographical representation of the tenure



Cadastral Surveying 

Cadastral surveying specialises in the establishment and re-establishment 
of property boundaries. 

This can be difficult and 
ambiguous for older 

surveys



Cadastral Surveying 

The fundamental role of the Registered Land Surveyor is to re-establish a 
parcel boundary as per the intent of the original survey or create a new 
boundary using modern survey methodology. 



Registered Land Surveyors - RLS

• Registered under the Surveying & Spatial Information Act 2002

• Use their skills in measurement and interpretation of evidence to define the 
locations of corners/ boundaries of parcels of land, and to prepare a plan 
upon which the Title is based 

and (just as importantly)

• Use their understanding of the law associated with boundary definition to 
resolve ambiguities/ contradictions in the evidence for the locations of 
boundaries 

UNSW
RLS are the only surveyors sufficiently qualified, competent 

and capable to define and identify land boundaries



A Bachelor’s Degree is not enough, a TAFE Diploma is not enough

Qualifications of a Registered Land Surveyor

1. A recognised four year Bachelor’s degree from an Australian University or an equivalent 
overseas qualification.

2. At least two years experience in Surveying under the supervision of a Registered Land 
Surveyor.

3. Undertake complex projects and pass examinations set by BOSSI in Urban Cadastral 
Surveying, Rural Cadastral Surveying, Strata and Community Title, Town Planning  and 
Engineering, leading to a ‘Certificate of Competency’ and Registration as a Land Surveyor. 

4. Maintain competence every year through Continuing Professional Development, 
monitored by BOSSI.

Versus
Qualifications of a Technician or Engineering Surveyor…

1. No minimum qualification required – could be a Cert III, diploma or bachelor degree.



What is BOSSI?

• The NSW Board of Surveying & Spatial Information, created by 
the Surveying and Spatial Information Act 2002 (S&SI 2002).
 The Surveyor–General of NSW is the President of the Board
 Has between 10-12 members representing government, industry, education & 

the public 

• BOSSI is the Statutory Body responsible for:
 Administering the Act and the Regulation;
 Ensuring that only appropriately qualified persons undertake land surveys; and
 Providing advice to the Minister on matters related to the integrity of the State 

cadastre and spatial information



The majority of complaints received over the 
past few years relate to unregistered persons 

surveying land boundaries

BOSSI complaints

• BOSSI investigates complaints against registered surveyors regarding 
professional incompetence or professional misconduct

• BOSSI investigates complaints against unregistered persons who:
Undertake land surveys for fee or reward, or
Advertise that they are willing to undertake land surveys for fee or reward



This means that a hardcopy survey plan or an electronic survey 
model is included in the definition of a “survey”

What is a “survey”?

Under the S&SI Act:
“survey”, when used as a noun, means an activity that includes any of the following:

(a) the taking of measurements of distance, height, depth, level or direction in relation to land, including the 
air space above land and the subsurface below land and including land covered by water,
(b) the insertion of survey marks in or on any land,
(c) the recording of any measurements so taken and the location of any survey marks so inserted,
(d) the collating of any measurements and locations so recorded,
(e) the preparation of plans or other documents (whether in writing or in electronic form) to 
illustrate the results of any such measurements or the location of any such survey marks,
but does not include any activity involved in mapping or the preparation of navigational charts or any other 
activity declared by the regulations not to be a survey.



This definition has been tested & proven in court

What is a “land survey”?

Under the S&SI Act: 
land survey means a survey (other than a mining survey) that is carried out in connection with:

(a) the reservation or dedication of land for any purpose, or
(b) the creation, variation, transfer or extinguishment of any interest in land, or
(c) the preparation of a plan for lodgement under Division 3 of Part 23 of the Conveyancing Act 1919, or
(c1) the preparation of documents required to be prepared under the Strata Schemes Development Act 
2015 by a registered land surveyor, or
(d) the identification or marking out, or both, of the boundaries of a parcel of land.

The definition includes ANY survey (plan or sketch) identifying boundaries



Was your electronic survey plan containing boundaries 
authorised by a Registered Land Surveyor?

Electronic survey plans

• A survey plan is a diagrammatic and/or hardcopy representation of an 
electronic survey model.

• An electronic survey file (eg dwg, pdf, LXML) is included in the definition of a 
“survey” under the Act. This is considered the primary source of information.

• If boundaries are shown on the plan, dimensions between fences, structures 
and  boundaries can be obtained by interrogating the electronic model.

• Offsets to boundaries may not necessarily be shown on the plan as they can 
be obtained from the electronic model. 



Who can undertake a “land survey”?

• A Registered Land Surveyor or someone acting under the supervision of a RLS, who takes 
full responsibility for the work. A RLS has an ID number allocated by BOSSI

• A Registered Land Surveyor engaged in the name of, or on behalf of, a firm.

Who cannot undertake a land survey without being supervised?
Anyone else, including those who call themselves a 
• Chartered Surveyor, Building Surveyor, Engineering Surveyor, Technician Surveyor, 

Graduate Surveyor, Registered Mining Surveyor, Mining Surveyor or just a “Surveyor”.



When is a survey, or part of a survey,  a “land survey”?

• If you undertake a survey and prepare a plan that identifies land boundaries, 
that part of the survey and plan is a “land survey”.

• The identification of land boundaries means that the boundary is identified 
by, for example:
 Bearings and distances
Offsets from structures or improvements such as fencing



Is this a land survey? 



Is this a land survey? 



Plan shows Boundary dimensions …



This plan does not show connections to boundaries …

… but it does show a 2 storey brick garage 
apparently on, over or near the boundary



Is this a land survey?

• setting out proposed building at fixed 
offsets from boundaries

Yes…. 
Red lines indicate a 

boundary and offsets are 
shown to the red line. 



Architect’s plan – not a land survey

Architects/ Engineer plans do not define boundaries
They are not survey plans and not covered under the Act.

You still need a plan of survey to define boundaries.



Plan headings are irrelevant



Disclaimers & Explanatory notes on the survey plan



Disclaimers on the plan

Disclaimers and explanatory notes may limit liability but do not remove it.  
If there is a conflict between the disclaimer and the plan, the plan prevails.



Disclaimers on the survey plan



Disclaimers on the survey plan



Surveys not requiring strict accuracies – Cl 9 S&SI Reg 2017

(1) A surveyor may make a survey for a purpose not requiring strict accuracy under 
arrangements with a client, and in such a manner and with such marking as are agreed 
on between the surveyor and the client.

• If you undertake a survey not requiring strict accuracy then it is recommended that a 
signed certification be placed on the plan (and in the electronic file) identifying that it 
is a survey under Cl 9 of the S&SI Reg 2017 

• This option is not available to surveyors who are not registered, as they are neither 
qualified nor competent to determine the location of a land boundary (at any level on 
accuracy). 



Development Applications must abide by Schedule 1 Forms of
the Environmental Planning & Assessment Regulation 2000

Schedule 1 Forms
Part 1 Development Applications
2   Documents to accompany development application

(1)  A development application must be accompanied by the following documents:
(a) a site plan of the land,
(b) a sketch of the development,

(2)  The site plan referred to in subclause (1) (a) must indicate the following matters:
(a) the location, boundary dimensions, site area and north point of the land,

(3)  The sketch referred to in subclause (1) (b) must indicate the following matters:
(a)  the location of any proposed buildings or works (including extensions or 
additions to existing buildings or works) in relation to the land’s boundaries and 
adjoining development,



Council Requirements for DAs – City of Sydney Example



BOSSI Convictions

• BOSSI has been successful in taking legal action against unregistered 
persons either undertaking land surveys or advertising that they can 
undertake land surveys for fee or reward.

• BOSSI cannot undertake legal action if the complaint is lodged more than 6 
months after the date of survey. BOSSI is preparing a submission to 
recommend an extension to this time period.

• Those taken to court include students who are part of their way through their 
tertiary qualification and set up an ABN and entity name.



Website 9 December 2015 Website 27 March 2016
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Advertising by unregistered persons 



False advertising by unregistered persons



Penalties

If plead guilty and first offence
• May get a discretionary “Section 

10” [of Crimes (Sentencing 
Procedure) Act 1999]:  no 
conviction recorded, no penalty

• Good behaviour bond for maximum 
of 24 months

• Court costs for you and BOSSI.  
BOSSI’s costs are typically around 
$10k



Penalties

If (1) plead “not guilty” but found guilty 
in court & not first offence, or (2) plead 
guilty:
• Convicted of a criminal offence –

may restrict your ability to travel 
overseas (e.g. USA)

• Maximum fine is $5,500
• Plus court costs for you and 

BOSSI.  BOSSI’s costs are typically 
around $10k



Penalties



Find a registered surveyor

www.bossi.nsw.gov.au/about/find_a_registered_surveyor

http://www.bossi.nsw.gov.au/about/find_a_registered_surveyor


Closing and Questions?

In closing, BOSSI’s role is to ensure that;
 Only appropriately qualified persons undertake land surveys,
 The integrity of the State cadastre is maintained for the people of NSW.

Contact BOSSI@finance.nsw.gov.au

mailto:BOSSI@finance.nsw.gov.au
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